
 

 

Disease Resistant Elms 
 
 
I was reassured to learn that we have had five global extinction events over the last 
550 million years, four in the last 350 million years and that humans were not re-
sponsible for causing them. More than 99% of all species, amounting to over 5 bil-
lion species that ever lived on Earth, are estimated to have died out. 
 
However, we are now considered to be in the early stages of a new human-caused 
mass extinction event known as the Holocene extinction. Bill Hicks presciently de-
scribed us as a "Virus with shoes". Our species are predicted to cause the extinction 
of 20% of all living populations within 30 years by the destruction of our biosphere 
through, amongst other factors, invasive species, habitat degradation, pollution and 
global warming. We have killed off at least 571 species in just 250 years! Humans 
are a mega predator. 
 
One of the other major causes of a species extinction lies in an inability to deal with 
an adaptively evolving disease. Elm trees suffered because of their unfortunate ina-
bility to survive infection from a micro-fungus transmitted by the elm bark beetle. 
Fungal spores are introduced into the tree via wounds made by the boring beetle. 
The tree responds to the fungus by over producing tyloses (balloon-like outgrowths 
of certain cells) and effectively strangles itself. 
 
Elm trees were, until the 1970s, a dominant tree in our landscape of woodland and 
hedgerows. Looking through old photos and paintings of town and countryside the 
distinctive shape of elms was ubiquitous. Elms spread readily via root suckering as 
well as seed, ensuring its dominance across the landscape. The timber was valued 
for its interlocking grain making it valuable for, amongst other things, coffin making.  
 
By transporting timber products from Asia around the world on boats, humans very 
quickly breached the natural intercontinental biosecurity provided by oceans of 
salty sea water. This led to the infection of elms, particularly in North America in the 
1920s, where the disease developed into a more virulent strain. This was thought to 
have then been imported into the UK on a consignment of Canadian rock elm. Sub-
sequently, it has been estimated that we have gone on to lose 25 million elms in the 
UK since the 1970s. 
 
Nearby Brighton, protected by sanitation felling and the sea air, now holds the Na-
tional Elm Collection and you can see, for the moment, some large specimens in par-
ticular along the streets around Preston Park and The Level. 
 



 

 

In response to this pandemic, scientists have developed hybrid elm cultivars that 
have resistance to Dutch elm disease. As part of the South Downs National Park 
”Trees for the Downs” initiative we have received and planted 15 disease resistant 
specimens in East Chiltington beside footpaths and on the TECT field. They are 
clones of Ulmus ‘Fiorente’ and Ulmus ‘Lucece’, bred by crossing Asiatic elms with Eu-
ropean species. The hope is that the trees will thrive and spread, possibly replacing 
the sad loss of another tree leaving a big hole in our landscape, the ash. 
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